Operational Resilience in Real Time: The New Imperative for Financial Services
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Resilience is the ability of an organization to continue to serve its customers, deliver products and services, and protect its workforce in the face of adverse events. Operational resilience gives banks the ability to simplify
and streamline technologies supporting important business services, leading to better customer outcomes, even during unexpected service outages. Despite understanding this need, resilience in the financial services
industry is harder than ever. Disconnected operational processes, fragmented capabilities, rising cyberthreats, and ever faster regulatory change all contribute to greater challenges in maintaining resiliency. Understanding
and mitigating the potential operational impact of each risk event and their cumulative or synergistic nature is key. This illustration offers a process that can be applied in any organization.

1. ANTICIPATE
Our most critical supplier
is vulnerable to labor
strikes that would disrupt
our customer experience

•
•
•
•

Inventory customers, critical products & services, assets, personnel, facilities, vendors
Identify risk dependencies & potential related impacts
Prioritize risks based on likelihood, business impact & established tolerances
Establish thresholds and tolerances for each risk to be addressed

We need to focus on
concentration risk and
set clear tolerance levels

TECHNOLOGY

Communicating risk
events and
responses to our
customers should be
consistent and
automated as much
as possible.

If we have structured and
connected data, we can
implement digital workflows for
risk and compliance controls to
prevent and correct system
outages and improve our
customer experience.

FACILITIES

PILLARS OF OPERATIONAL RESILIENCE

Suppliers

Facilities

Workforce

Operational resilience depends on four key pillars of the
business that support processes for the reliable delivery
of services and products. The business technology
must always be available and secure. The workforce
must be protected from harm and supported for strong
productivity. The facilities must be kept safe and in
compliance with all requirements. Third party risks must
be known and controlled while ensuring performance.

• Identify root causes
• Implement new or updated
controls & metrics

NEW CONTROLS

TRIGGERING EVENTS
!

!

The technology we are using has
generated reports on each type and
aspect of disruption that might arise

We have key risk indicators for
each area of concern and also
for controls that address
cumulative impact

METRICS
CHANGES

CURRICULUM

COMMS
TRAINING
CONTROLS

TARGET AUDIENCE

TRAINING & COMMUNICATIONS

UNDERSTANDING
We need
to make some changes,
response
time is too
slow in this test
COMPLETION
RATE

We've had three control failures
with suppliers and workforce,
so we need to make changes

In the debrief, the team suggested
a more well-defined set of criteria
and a lower tolerance threshold
The sudden spike in
emergency loan applications
overwhelmed our web portal
ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS

• Respond to adverse events
• Communicate accurately to stakeholders and participants
• Restore operations, services, systems & processes

3. RESPOND / RECOVER
Let's close all retail branches
and have workforce operate
remotely using online access.
DISASTER RECOVERY

We need to ensure our continuity plans
are kept up to date with accurate,
timely, and complete information.

It looks like the gulf coast
facility may be offline for
24 hours! What's the RTO?

Check on suppliers in
the region and see if
we have to shift to
our back up plan yet

Look at how these impacts
are cascading, we need to
consider some changes
IMPACTS

BUSINESS CONTINUITY

WHAT DOES RESILIENCE LOOK LIKE?
· Business processes and capabilities are mapped to
critical business services and well integrated with
reliance on a common data model and workflows.
· Digital transformation addresses back end systems and
customer facing interactions.
· Siloed and manual crisis communications and
disaster recovery plans give way to enterprise-wide,
automation-enhanced processes.
· The organization has confidence to manage through
increasingly frequent and diverse events and business
continuity
· Customers have confidence that their bank can handle
disruptions.

!

!

How do we make sure
our call centers can
handle a real increase
in customer demand
during a crisis?

We need all of our bank branches to have
backup plans in place delivery of services in the
event of an outage to systems.

4. ADAPT

T RI SK
CU RR EN AP E
LA N D SC

We need to plan better
remote work options

Have we budgeted enough
for digital transformation?

Business Processes

SCENARIO
ANALYSIS

Based on our risk threshold and
tolerances, we need to layer
controls for each potential situation

We can embed indicators
in our control systems for
automatic alerting

Backup plans for switching
suppliers are up to date

Let's review planned business
changes to see if we need to do new
risk assessments or alter our controls

WORKFORCE
Pandemic
Catastrophic
Weather/Fire events
Hazardous Materials
Utility Outages
Geopolitical Upheaval

Products
& Services

Technology

How can we best control the
risks of our critical vendors?

We need to have fewer manual
workarounds in the back end systems
so the customer has a consistent
experience, especially in mobile usage.

SUPPLIERS

· Establish indicators, controls, communication & response plans, and monitoring systems
· Evaluate communication and training effectiveness and test event scenarios
· Monitor risk indicators and events, both internal and external
· Update controls and plans as often as needed to support changing priorities and conditions

2. PREVENT

Our comms plan says the
next thing to do is set up a
crisis bridge and notify our
C-Suite and Board

COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL

We keep seeing
cyberattacks on
our systems in
three regions

DO

...treat operational resilience as a shared mission across stakeholders
...use business impact and risk to prioritize and direct resources throughout the cycle
...replace manual, paper, repeated processes with digitized workflows and continuous monitoring
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DON’T

...treat each pillar in isolation with siloed data or controls
...set and forget assessments, plans, or controls
...wait to make needed adjustments until annual review

